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IMAGE 9- Cut piece of standard large bore tubing
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IMAGE 11 - Hospital sourced 15 mm adapters
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TrainingandResources
FAQs: (FEMAlink). Wehopeto havethisupsoon

Video tutorial: available here. hitps:/youtube/UKSWRCTQst
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24-hr. telephone support for implementation guidance is expected soon.

Database or tracking clinica experience: follow ink o porta o enter patient information (FEMA porta)

Conclusion

In light of the ongoing Covid -19 pandemic, the need for mechanical ventilators across the.

United States may become dire. In this situation i is incumbent on medical providers and
governing bodies to explore and support new strategies to provide the best possible care. This

‘document provides a way to potentially modify a single ventilator for off label use to co-

ventilate 2 patients based on animal data and limited human experience. As this is a unique use
ofa mechanical ventiator being used duringa pandemic crisis, sharing feedback of
implementation experiences, imitations and challenges i strongly encouraged. Please follow
the lnk to the FEMA portal toshare experience.

Initial Group Placement After Intubation
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RE: CS Call

From: Wetand, rstC. EoP/oSTPEE

“Droagemeier, KetK. EOP/OST"(HB,Casey.
: Water E005"ENEMY

oate: Sat 28 Mar202015.26:330400

Atachmonts ~~COVIDIORosoarc{EHS
$ KB)

Kein,
Great—thark so much.

(b)(5)
Rebecca theres an updated version.
sest wishes!
Chitin

From: Droegemeier, Kelvink.EOP/OSTP {BIE
Sent Saturday, Moreh 28,2020 11:20 At
To: Kielland, Christin C. EOP/0STP(EE) Coscy, Winter EOP/OSTP
pre
Cc: Droegemeer, Kelvin K. EOP/0STP(BG)
‘Subject: CS Call

Chitin and Winer,
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Thanks!

Kelvin

Dr. Kelvin K_Droegemeier, Director
Officeof Science and Technology Policy
The White House
Washington, OC 20502
(202) 456-4444
hito//www ost ov
@wHostP
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From: “Welland, ChisinC.E0P/OSTP*EET

3 “Simon, lan D. EOPIOSTP (Contract ENB Vatson, lan
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Date: Sat. 28 Mar 2020 155157 0400

Attachments COVID19 Research iE
% KB)

Hilan(and lan), oo

Thankyou so much! Hope that you're getting some est this weekend!
Best,
Christin
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From DavidCalorEET
“Lattimore, Tracie 8. EOP/OSTPBE Waterman,
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Date: Sun,29 Mar 2020171119-0400
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tps ves. rgpctploads220 National-Crvavins: Response: RoutMap Recovering:
pdfs
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NATIONAL CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE GOTILIES, RIVERS, MCCLELLAN, LVI, AND WATSON

State by-Stare Reopening in Phase 11. Indvidual Whilefocusonsaeby-sae eopeningofactiv
sates can move o Phase 1 when they are able to. iesinresponsiblemanner andbasedon survelance
safely diagnos, reat, and isolate COVID19 cases dat,we osedat stares maymoveForwardatacourt
and thir contacts. During this phase, schools and or regional level if these conditions vary within the
businessescan reopen,and muchofnormal Ife can stake and thatcoordination n reopening amongsrcs
begin to resume in a phased approach. However, tha haremetropolitanregionswilbenecessary:
some physical distancing measures and imitations
on gathering will ll ced 0bein plac preven: Establish, Immune Protection and Lit Physical
transmissionfromaccelerating gain.Forolder adults Distancing During Phase 1. Physic disancing
(Whose over age 60), those with underlying heath restrictions and other Phase Il measurescanbeied
condiions, and other populations at heightened whensfe and efeivetus ormitgingte sk of
isk from COVID.-, continuing to limit time in the COVID-19 are available, includingbroad surveillance,
communitywillbeimportant. therapeuticsthatcn rescue patents with significant

Public hygienewilbesharply improved,anddeep disease or prevent serous ls in those most at
cleaningsonshared spaces should become more rou. is,oraae and effective vaccine.

tine Sharedsurfceswellbemorefrequently sanzed.
among ocher measees. In addition tocosebased Rebuild Our Readiness ortheNextPandemic in
interventions that more actively identify and isolate Phase IV. After we successfully defeat COVID19,
people with the disesse an theircontacts, the pub. we must ensure that America i never again unpre.

Tie willnallybeaskedlituberings,and peo- pare faceanew infectious disease treatThiswil
ple will intially be asked to wear fbric nonmedical require investment into research and development
face masks while in the community to reduce ther initiatives, expansionof publichealthand health care
iskof asymptomatic spread. Thosewhoare sick will infrastrucure and workforce, and clear governance
bead 0stay home and seek estingfor COVIDA9. | stmetures 10 execute strong. preparedness. plans
esting should become more widespread and rou- Properly implemented, the steps describedbere also
tine as point of care diognostics ar fully deployed in provid the foundation for containing the damage
doctorsoffices. thatfuturepathogensmaycuse.
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NATIONAL CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE GOTTLIEB, RIVERS, MCCLELLAN, SILVIS, AND WATSON

3Phase I: Slow the Spread
cy

Goals.

Dit
SdnaLi :
Se :ARAMR
AeAAAI
‘ersrequiring care. &

TIARAEs
‘toPhaseII,whenmoretargeted,case-basedinterven-Tis

Wl aise 400 0 Re ig
ThresholdsforAction requiring hospitalizationwithoutresorting tocrisis

standardsofcares;andthecapacityexistsinthestate:RRARI ereyET
‘measures?in Phase |is theexistence inmultiplegeo-re
casesthatcannotbe tracedback tootherknowncases StepsRequiredinPhase|
(“communityspread”).ThistriggerhasalreadybeenRA ISTIEea aITITmasIT vgpenan I

3
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"NATIONAL CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE GOTTLIES, RIVERS, MCCLELLAN, SIVIS,AND WATSON

“This heathcarefunctioning target wouldasobe totrackthebackgroundrate ofinfectionacross
mewifcrteal-care and ventilator capacity does noc states and identify community spread while an
expandto that evelbut COVID-1 incidence is main- outbreak is sll small and at a stage in which
tained or fallsmeaningfullybelowthe stare’s capacity case-based interventions can prevent a larger
tomeet crtcalcaredemand. Thesecapaciytargets outbreak.
can also be partially met through the availabilty of
‘ample mobile healthcare infastructures (supported ILINet, the surveillance system for influenzae.
‘and perhaps maintained by federal or state govern: illness in the United States, s a potential model
ments) that can be distributed and set up on short for SARS-CoV-2 surveillance. To enable rapid and
notice tohotareaswithsurgecapacity needs. more effective detection and. case management,

SARS-CoV-2 surveillance will aso benefit from data
Increase Supply of Personal Protective Equip sharing and coordination with health care providers
‘ment. The Centers for Disease Control and Pre andpayers.TheCDC shouldconveneanintergovern-
vention (CDC) recommends, at a minimum, Nos mental taskforce,with outside expertsas needed and
respirators for hospitalstaff expected to have direct input from states and the health care community,to
contact with COVID-19 patients,plusdisposablepro- develop and support new national surveillance sys-
dural or surgical masks for all other clinical per. temand dainfrastructureortrackingandanalyzing
sonnel in any health care seting4The supply chain COVID-1.
should be able to reliably distribute sufficient Nos
masks, gloves, and other personal prosective equip. Massively Scale Contact Tracing and Isolation
‘ment toprotecthealthcareworkers from infection. andQuarantine.WhenanewcaseofCOVID19is

diagnosed, the patent should be isolated ther at
Implement Comprehensive COVID-1g Surveil: home or inahospital, depending on the level ofcare
Tance Systems. The move toward less restrictive he or she requires. Current GDC guidelines recom
‘Physical distancing could precipitate another period mendsevendaysof isolations Home isolation canbe.
ofacceleration in case counts. Careful surveillance enforced using technology such as GPS tracking on

will be needed to monitor trends in incidence. A. cell phone apps. Also,the close contactsof confirmed.
high-performing disease survellance system should cases (as defined by the CDC) should be quaran-
beestablished that leverages: ined and monitored dil for 4days. Monitoring of

international travelers is aso recommended.”
3) Widespreadandapidtestingar thepointofcare To scale these. interventions to. accommodate.
usingcheaper, accessible andsensitivepointof: thousands of daily cases and tensofthousands of
care diagnostic ools tha are authorized by the dailycontacts, public-health infrastructure il need
Food andDrug Administration (FDA); to be dramatically scaled up throughout the coun-

ry, in coordination vith the improving capacy of
Serological testing © gauge background health care providers to prevers, diagnose, and treat

Rates of exposure and Immunity 10 inform COVID19 cases.
public-health decision-making about the level The task force shoud alsobecharged with devel-
of population-based mitigation required to opingandoverseeingan initiative to
prevent continued spread in the settingofan
outbreak;and 3) Surge the existing public-health workforce to.

conductcase finding and contact tracing:
3Acomprehensive national sentinel surveillance

system, supported by and coordinatedwithlocal 2) Enable rapid reportingstate, local and federal
public-healthsystemsand icalthcareproviders, health authorities, through the public-health

s
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NATIONAL CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE GOTTLIES, RIVERS, MCCLELLAN, SIVIS, AND WATSON

workforce and. electronic daa sharing from diseaseunknowingly. Facemasisareused widelyby
health careprovidersand labs; and members of the public in some counties that have

successfully managed. their outbreaks, including
3) Develop and field a technological approach to South Korea and Hong Kong? The World Health

enable rapiddataentry reporting andsupport for Organization (WHO) recommended members of
isolation, quarantine,andsafe community-based the public use fice masks in the event of a severe
treatmentofaffected individuals. influenzapandemic

However, personal protective equipment should
continuetobe reservedforhealthcareworkersuntil

Offer Voluntary Local Isolation and Quaran- supplies are sufficient for them and abundant For
tine. Comfortable, fre facilities shouldbe provided this reason, right now membersofthe general pub-
for cases and their contacts who prefer local isoa- lc shouldopt to wear nonmedical fabri face masks.

tion, quarantine,andtreatment away from home. For when going out in public. The CDC. shoud issue.
ample, 2 memberof a luge household may wish guidelines on the proper designof such nonmedical
0recover ina hotel oom that hasbee repurposed fabric face masks. Consumers may be able t0 fash-
rather than isk infecting family members. Isolation fon these masks themselves using vaisble washable

‘and quarantine away fromhomeshouldnotbeman. materials,o theymaybecome avaiablein the con-
datoryorcompelledbyforce. sumermarketplace.

“The Federal Emergency ManagementAgency's the
ead agency tasked with coordinating with state and
local jurisdictionstostandupappropriate sciacion TriggerforMovingtoPhaseII
and quarantine facilis. Field hospitals, dormitories,
hotels, andmillarybarracksmaybeappropriatedfor A state eansafelyproceedtoPhase Iwhen it has
this purpose. achieved al the following.

EncouragethePublic to WearMasks.There is» A sustained reduction in cases for at least
emerging evidence that asymptomatic andpresymp- agdays,
tomatic transmission of COVID-g fs. possible
whichcomplicatesefforts pursuecase-based inter Hospitals in the site are safely able 1 treat
ventions. To reduce this risk during Phase 1, every- all patients requiring hospitalization without
one, including people without symptoms, should be resorting to crisisstandardsofcare
encouraged to wear nonmedical fabric face masks
whilein public. «Thestatisabi totestallpeoplewithCOVID19.

Face masks will be most effective at slowing symptoms, aud
the spread of SARS-CoV if they are widely used,
becuse they may help prevent people who are» The stateisableto conductactive monitoringof
asymptomaticaly infected from transmitting the confirmedcasesandtheircontacts

6
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NATIONALCORONAVIRUS RESPONSE GOTILIER, RIVERS, MCCLELLAN,SILVIS ANDWATSON

Phase ll: Reopen, State by State

[1 my i,wi te myosn| ne inrr
continue to be limited to fewer than so people 3)Continue tocontrolSARS-CoV-2 transmission.a a,ttitee ersR he sition of tee he enefii lyioEEaash eryon PARAE BIE HL eaeiors

stillberecommendedthattheylimittimeinthecom ThresholdsforActionto——pA NiATTYrNrNAa erI myEeEe imamsET
‘multiple urban areasand rural regions may imple- gradually and should be paired with increasedmt ot BeeyEeTy aaPy eeNE
Goals Trigger for Returning to Phase 1, “Slow theoe ram Sowpalmaem iIoHR ALAR5 ee aai —— mR

’
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NATIONAL CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE GOTILIES, RIVERS, MCCLELLAN, LVI, AND WATSON

days,ori hospitals in the stateareno longer able to As children rerum to. school and. dayeare
‘safely rea all patientsrequiing hospitalization. ie, ighconact sewing) and people ren ©

high-density workplace, leaders of these organi-
riggerfor Moving to Phase IIL Oncea vaccine zations should continue to review and implement

hasbeendeveloped, has been testedforsafety and physical distancingmeasuresbased onguidancefrom
efficacy, and receives FDA emergency use authoriza- the CDCfoschools and businesses5

tion, or thereare othertherapeutic options that can
be used for preventiveortreatment indications ond Special GareforVulnerable Populations. While
thathave ameasurableimpact ondiseaseactivity and casing of physical distancing is taking place, highly
canhelp rescue very sick patients, satescan move to. vulnerable populations such as individuals older
Bluse IL. than age 60 and those with compromised immune.

systems or compromised lung and hear: function,
should continue to engage in physical disancing

Steps Required in Phase Il as much as possible until a vaceine fs available, an
efecive treatment s available,orthere is no longer
community transmission. Special atention should be

Implement Case Based Interventions. Using the paid tolong term-carfacilities andnursing homes.
public-health capacities developed in Phase I, every These facilities will ed to maintain high levels of
confirmed case should be isolatedeitherat home, in infection prevention and control efforts and mit
a hospital, or (voluntarily) ina local isolation fac: visors 0 prevent outbreaks.
ityforat eas sevendays,oraccording o the atest 1a treatment or prophylactic, such as a mono-
GDC guidance. People waiting testresults shouldbe. clonal antibod becomes available, high-risk and
advisedto quarantine un theiresultsare retumed. vulnerable populations should be. proritiaed. to

“The close contactsofconfirmed cases should be receive it, 1 both protect those. individuals and
traced and placed under home or central quaran reducethe likelihood ofaninereaseinseverellnesses
ine, with active daly monitoring forat eas14days, and. additonal patent surge in hospital intensive
or according to the latest CDC guidance. Diagnos- care units ICUs).
tic tests should be immediately administered to any

close contactswhodevelopsympioms. Accelerate the Development of Therapeutics.
Therapeutics play an important role in caring for

Begin to Relax Physical Distancing Measures. tose who are sick. Accelerating the research, devel
General physica distancing precautions should still opment, production, and distribution of safe and
be the norm during Phase 11, including telework. effective therapeurics is a top priority. With effec
ing (as much aspossible),mainiaining handhygiene tive development strategies and early investments in
and respiratory etiquette, wearing a mask in pub commercial scale manufacturing, 4 successful ther
Hc, regularly disinfecting high-touch surfaces, and apeutic could receive emergency use authorization
initially limiting social gutherings to fewer than or approval as carlyas thesummeror fal, if is
So people. These recommendations should be demonsurae that i meetseither standard.
augmented through technological solutions to Therapeutics can serve a number of roles. Fir,
understand physical distancingbehaviorsand acjst they cansrveas aprophylaxis to elp prevent nec.
risk messagingas needed. This should be sccom- tion in those at greatest. riskofinfection, such as
Plishod through parerships with the private frontline healthcare workers,o thos t riskof bad
sector, with careful atention paid to preserving outcomes,suchasindividuals wich preexisting health
privacyand avoiding coercive means to encourage conditions and those who are. immunocompro-
compliance. mised.Suchtreatment could includearecombinant.

8
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i i
Phase lll: Establish Protection
Then Lift All Restrictions

oO a robust surveillance sentinel system is in ThresholdsforActioniEtis
aHig ainRaSlit iAI TnToneTn

rTAriey
a—— ee

ErGoats Te:
aAbi inh A tos

Spemriiot ET
TEI ee es
outcomes; priority groups. The CDC, state public-health agen-TeTRTn +e
i Hk

ERA ER
‘and deathand stoporgreatly slow spreads and StepstoTake in Phase Ill
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companies and other private-sector stakeholders, wil administer vaccinations,where vaccinesvil be
should continue o plan for and implement mass offered, and how data will be collected on vain
‘production capableof quickly meetingUSdemand. tion ates,aswellapossibleadverse eventsfromthe

vaccine. Indemnification of vaccine developers and
Vaccine or TherapeuticPrioritization When manufacturers should also be considered. Congress,
‘Supply Is Still Limited. The CC, the National could enact legislation to suppora process for com
Insitutes of Health, the Office of the Assistant pensationof any individualwho hasanadverseevent
Secretary for Preparedness and Response, the DOD, from thevaccine which requires medical cre.
and other stakeholders should revise prior influenza
Vaccine prioritization guidance 10 apply specifically Global Vaceine Seale-Up and Vaccination. The,
10 COVID-19.3 The new prioritization guidance for CDC, the US Agency for Intemational Development,
the COVID-19 vaccine should identifyprioritygroups the State Department, and ther US stakeholders.
for targeted distribution when a safe and effective. should continue to work with WHO andother inter
vaccine starts to become avaiable. The guidance nationalorganizationsand rationalleadersto planfor
should be transparent and explain the reasoning for how the US wil assist other countries (particularly
prioritics, including the populations in which the low. and middle-income countries) with obtaining,
vaccinewasstudied,andshouldbeaphased approach vaccineandimplementing mass vaccination. Support
that expands toadditional priory groups as vaccine from the United States and higher-income nations.
‘availabilityexpands.Theguidanceshouldberefleced willbe critical for contrallng the virus globally and.
in COVID-1g payment policies implemented by the saving livesaround the world, as well as reducing the
‘Centers for Medicare& Medicaid Services (CMS) and impact that future waves of the pandemic may have.
private insurers, with treatment available a no cost on the US population.
to individualswhomeetthepriorityguidance and a
mechanism for reimbursement for individuals who Serological Surveys to Determine Population

areuninsured. Immunity. One key input for understanding the
population at risk is the fraction of the population

Mass Vaccination or Therapeutic Distribu-  whobaverecovered and aeprotectedagainst renfec.
tion—When Supply Is Abundant. The CDC tion. Ifa sufficiently high froction ofthe population
should work with sate and local health officials, asbecome immuneeither through natura recovery
health care providers, CMS and health insurers, and o vaccination, remaining restrictions can be lifted.
otherpublic health stakeholders to crate a national The CDC should be the ead agencyforcoordinating,
plan for how mass vaccination will be carried out ongoingserological surveys.
across the country. This plan should identify who
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Co-Ventilating Patients Duringa Critcal Ventilator Shortage: A Method for Implementation

From the Washington DC COVID-19 Co-Ventilation Task force
Charlene Irvin Babcock MD

Rene Franco MD
Leonard Bunting MD.
Lorenzo Paladino MD
Nader M. Habashi MD
Lewis J. Kaplan MD

Penny Andrews RN BSN
Maria Madden MS RRT
Sandra A. Shortt BS RRT

Introduction
In the COVID-18 (SARS CoV-2) Pandemic, many hospitals may be confronted with the inability
toprovide adequate numbers of ventilators toserveall patients requiring invasive
ventilation. Using one ventilator for a single patient is the only established method to safely
and reliably provide mechanical ventilation for patients with acuterespiratory failure. The use:
of1 ventilator to support 2 patients simultaneously (Co-Venting) is technically possible and has
been tested only in controlled, experimental models using test lungs or animals fo brief
periods. The reliability and safety of Co-Venting in critically il patients remains unknown.
Identifying and managing the complexities of critically il patients are among the most
challenging and unpredictable aspects of Co-Venting. Therefore, the use of Co-Venting should
onlybe considered ifa hospital cannot provide clinically proven, reliable, and safe methodsto
manage acute respiratory failure, including manual baging. Co-Venting should be performed
for the briefest time required with rapid transition to 1: ptient-ventiator support when
additional ventilators become available.

This document provides one technical method ofapplying Co-Venting, necessary precautions,
guidance for patient selection and clinical management, ventilator circuit assembly, patient
grouping criteria, potential ventilator adjustments, and imitations during Co-Venting.
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4. Sufficient mechanical ventilators for 1:1patient:ventilator care

Co-Venting Procedure
Patient should be initially identified as either a PUI (Person under Investigation) or COVID +. If
PUI, patient should be allocated to a single ventilator and managed accordingly. If COVID +,
patient may be co-vented.

There are 3 situations when Co-venting:

1. InitialAssessment and Group Assignmentofthe Newly intubated Patient
After intubation, oxygen requirements should be assessed. If Spa02 is = or > 88% with usual
manual bag ventilation, patient should be allocated to group 2.After 1 hour, ABG, Vt, ETCO2
and $p02 should be assessed to determineifthe patient is appropriate to remain in Group 2.

The estimated tidal volume for patient A can be determined by clamping the ET tube of
patient B for 3 breaths, and observe the tidal volume (TV) delivered on the ventilator to

patient A (which reveals the TV to patient A), and subtract from the total volume (to
both patients) to estimate the TV for patient 8.

On the other hand, if Sp02 is <88% with manual bag ventilation, patient should be allocated to
Group 3. Parameters (ABG, Vt, ETCO2 and SpO2) should again be assessed after 1 hour to
determine ifthe patient is appropriate to remain in Group 3.

Initial Group Placement After Intubation

PUI SHG
NCC

TE >88% Group 2
Status AllCIICRTRT | Group 3

Pr ——tc

2. Co-Ventingof Existing Ventilated Patients
If patients are being separately vented, and there is consideration to choose 2 to be co-vented,
clinicians can use the current ventilator parameters of the patiants to determine who best to
co-vent. Effort should be made to match compliances, minute ventiation, PEEP and 02
requirements to the greatest extent possible.
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3. ReassessmentandGroup Reassignment
If after 1 hour the SpO2 is less 887%, patient should be reallocated to the next higher group. We
accept lower Sp02 in ths situation Subsequent group changes should be prompted by.
changes in oxygenation and ventilation status as deemed appropriate. For Group 5 patients
who continue to decompensate, Inverse Ratio Ventilation (IV) can be considered. Ina similar
fashion, patients that show improvement, can be reallocatedto a ower Group.

Forpatients in Group2 who are thought to be ready to wean, reallocation to Group 1 con be
pursued. Once stability in Group 1 has been noted for at least 1 hourthen patient can be:
moved, ideally, to an independent ventilator for spontaneous weaning trial

Group Transitions

a Na NN
AENZEB JERS I ZEN
coms) (opr ) (ones) (omer) (cows|
8 C= /

ANT ALT RIT RT
AE AT,
(mmm) my (oe)

FADpe ste,

PC Settings and PEEP By Group

2 035 © 10
3 530 = u
4 203 1 »
5 sar w 2

rou 1: Patentsdeemed aropte or wes sin 40% 0,45 FEED
DetermineGrouprainysigRBGIRG, Plot, VT (srs),€1C02,5502
Groups aeswithpersistent ire conde IY
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Limitations/challenges

1. Co-Venting shouldbe considered only in COVID-19 confirmed cases. If COVID-19 status
is unknown,a single ventilator should be used with only one patient connected.

2. Once COVID-19 status has been confirmed positive, begin to group COVID-19 (+)
patients with similar degrees of pulmonary dysfunction (ie. compliance).

3. Active exacerbationofasthma/COPD (ic. wheezing/activeobstructive disease) is an
ABSOLUTE CONTRAINDICTION to be co-ventilted as it substantially complicates
respiratory parameter assessment and joint patient management.

4. Expect hypercarbia with the initiation of, and perhaps throughout the process of Co-
Venting. If patients are hemodynamically stable, no changes to ventilator settings may
be required. If hemodynamically unstable, consider aternate optionsto address the
impact of hypercarbia on pH, based on patient status and other existing or evolving
organ failures i.e. acute kidney injury).

5. Patient ventilatory asynchrony may occur due to an inadequately sedated patient trying
to nitiatea breath. This could lead to further lung injury of both Co-Vented patients. If
this occurs, re-assess sedation level and consider the use of neuromuscular blocking
agents in concert with sedation and analgesia to avoid the recall phenomenon.

6. Dramatic changes in ventilator settings are discouraged. However,if changes are
necessary, itis prudent to change only one parameter ata time, and in only smal
increments i.e. rate change by no more than 4 breaths per minute to adjust minute
ventilation). Reassessment is then required as above to assess impact.

7. Alveolar Derecruitment Prevention Procedure: To avoid alveolar de-recruitment when
breaking the ventilator circuit, use a tube clamp to temporarily occlude the proximal
endotracheal tube (ETT) (avoiding clamping the ETT pilot balloon inflation line) and the
wye angled adaptor(mage 2below)to keepthecircuit sealed as needed.

8. Whenever the circuits breached (i.e. changing of heat-moisture exchanger fitter
(HMEF) or expiratory port filer), clamp the proximal ETT (avoiding clamping the ETT
pilot balloon inflation line) to avoid aerosolization and potential pathogen spread. This
procedure is analogous to the alveolar derecruitment prevention procedure above.

9. If tidal volumes suddenly or unexpectedly drop, consideraHMEF malfunction (i.
condensation)sputum/ etc. in the HMEF); follow the above alveolar derecruitment
prevention procedure, replace the HMEF and reassess.

10.1f usingoffthe shelf i. Hardware store) parts,ensure that they are appropriately
cleaned/decontaminated prior to inclusion in a patient circuit

11. We discourage attempting to wean patients while they are being Co-Vented. Instead,
patients suitable for weaning are recommended to be managed on a dedicated
ventilator.

12. f one of the Co-Vented patients suffers cardiac arrest and the circuit must be separated,
consider the following options to optimize safety:

a. Disconnect the arrested patient from the circuit to manually bag during the
cardiac arrest. Occlude the ETT port of the circuit by using the elbow and cap
included with wye connector that comes with standard ventilator circuit. (NOTE
Consider taping the wye angled adaptor and cap to either the ventilator or
ventilator circuit so that itis readily visible and availabe in case of emergency).
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Also, prior to removing the arrested patient from the circuit, follow the alveolar
derecruitment prevention procedure detailed above for the non-arresting
patient prior to depressurizing the system.

b. Disconnect the T-tube splitter at the expiratory and inspiratory port and quickly
convert toa single ventilator circuitto support the non-cardiac arrested patient.
NOTE: use a temporary tube clamp for the non-arrested patient ETT during
transitionto a dedicated ventilator circuit to avoid alveolar de-recruitment.

13. In situations wherea Co-Vented patient must be disconnected for procedures (.e. CT
scan etc), use the elbow and cap procedure as described above to avoid de-recruitment
of the other patient.

14. If proning is considered for Co-Vented patients, it should be donebythose skilled in
prone positioning. Prone position therapy is recommended only for patients meeting
the Berlin criteria for severe ARDS. Challenges and potential issues that may occur while
using prone positioning therapy for COVID-19(+) Co-Vented patients include but are not
limited to!

a. An increased risk of aerosolization if the ventilator circuit becomes disconnected
during the proning process

b. The numberof personnel required to participate in prone positioning will
increase the number of personnel with potential exposure.

© Co-Vented patients should be sequentially proned to allow reassessment of
hemodynamics and ventilator dynamics that may not be predictable; do not
attempt to prone patientsat the same time

d. Both patients require reassessment after one patient is proned, not just the
patient whos n the prone position

. The use of a specialty bed for prone positioning is discouraged due to the
potential risk of iatrogenic harm to the other Co-Vented patient.

15. Ethical and legal considerations:
a. The use of one ventilator for 2 patients (i.e. co-venting) has substantial ethical

and legal implications. Please refer to your hospital disaster protocol and or the
National disaster plan regarding the specific approach your facility recommends.
Specific concerns include:

i. Off label use
ii. Use in Disaster situations

16. Room placement ofa ventilator used for Co-Venting
a. Many ICU rooms may be too small to accommodate twopatientsat the same

time. Itis recommended to place beds side by side with the ventilator
positioned at the headofthe beds or between the beds.

b. Ifa larger space is available, a head-to-head configuration i ideal to facilitate:
axial repositioning ofpatients and care devices.

17. Appropriate labelingof equipment that is to be used for patient care in order to
distinguish connections to Patient A compared to Patient B is eriical. This includes the
patient, IV pumps and tubing, physiologic monitors, ventilator circuits, drains, chest
tubes, etc. Considera color-coding system or similar approach to be certain of which
device connects to which patient to avoid iatrogenic harm.
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* EnsureETtube of existing patient is clamped to prevent de-recruitment

when the system depressurizes as the new patient is added

* Allow the system to re-pressurize 3 breaths prior to unclamping ET tubes
+ Set FiO2 to level requestedbycinician

+ Tidal VolumeMonitoring.
‘© Measure at minimum every & hours for each patient. Necessity of more frequent

checks must be balanced with healthcare worker exposure isk
o Procedure

+ RecordVe while both patients are being ventilated atbaseline (Ital V)
+ UsingaTube Clamp, clamp theETtube of patientA
+ Allow ventilator to deliver3breaths. Vt measured wil be the estimated

patient BV.
+ Unclamp patient A
+ Subtract patient's BVE from initial Vt to obtain Veofpatient A. (Initial Ve

~ patient B Vt= patient AVE)
+ Ventilator Goals

© Only make adjustments to one parameter at a time and reassess

© IfSp0,<88%, alert clinician for possible transition to a higher group.
© Expect and allow hypercarbia

+ Items of Note

© Ventilator may autocycle with suctioning

© Check heat/moisture exchanger (HME) for blockage if there is a sudden drop

inve
© Check connections frequently and with every ventilator check

Co-venting 2 Patients With 1 Vent Supply List

__H |
a

v

Overview and Testing:hiips:/iyoutube/SKh-QHMAKhe
«2 Plastic Tube Clamps (Image 1)
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+ 2 Standard Ventilation circuits. ach circuit should include (Image 2)
© 6 feet Inspiratory corrugated tubing
© 6feet Expiratory corrugated tubing
© lwyeadaptor
© 1capped angledwyeadaptor (tape toventtoprevent loss)

* 3 bacterial filter (Image 3)
+ 2heat moisture exchange/fiter (HEF) Image 4)
* 2inline suction catheters (Image 5)
* TeeconnectorOptions

Option 1 (hospital sourced- Preferred )
* 2Tee adaptors cut from Aerosol Drainage Bag (Image 6)
* 2Female to Female adapter (in order of preference)

* 22mm adaptor (Image 7)
«Shortcorrugated tube from small volume jot nebulizer setup

(image)
Cut piece of standard large bore tubing (Image 9)

© Option 2 community sourced — if insufficient hospital supply)
+ 2CPVCCTS ¥ inch Tee (Image 10)

 CTS= Copper Tube Size (ASTM D2846)
* 6maleto male adaptors

Hospital sourced 15 mm adapters (Image 11)
+ WCPVCCTS pipe cutto & cm (Image12)

© CTS=CopperTube Size

IMAGE 1- Plastic Tube Clamp
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IMAGE 3 — Bacterial Filter
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IMAGE 4 - Heat moisture exchange/filter (HMEF)
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IMAGE 5 ~ Suction Inline Catheters
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IMAGE 9 - Cut piceofstandard age bore ubing
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IMAGE 11 - Hospital sourced 15 mm adapters.
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FAQs: (FEMA link). We hope to have this up soon

I

24-hr. telephone support for implementation guidance is expected soon.

BpAARaps

providers and governing bodies to explore and support new strategies to provide the best

possible care. This document provides a way to modify a single ventilator for off label use to co-
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sie: (OHEI——
Sr —
oesSHG
RE
From: Wilson, Matt 8. £0P/0STP (EET
Sent: Wednesday, Api 1, 2020 5:17 PI
To: Nichols, Liss M. EOP/OsT (BSI Sion, ian D. EOP/OSTP (Contractor)
HET to, n 0. 07/051»(HONS

Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW-(IGT

2



Vike to send something to KD ethertaighto by around Sam tomorrow

1srwith

wae

From: Nichols, Lisa M. EOP/0sT (EE)
Sent: Wednesday, Apri 1, 2020 5:02 PM
To: Wilson, Matt 8. E0P/05TP(BB);Simon, an D. EOP/OSTP.

(CortroctorBENvison an O. 07/05 EET
Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW- GT
BO
From: Wilson, Matt 8. E0/0sTP(EET
Sent: Wednesday, Apri 1, 2020 54 PMI
‘To: Simon, lan D. EOP/OSTP (Contractor)| |; Nichols,Lisa M. EOP/OSTP

[NETS210, an D.£OP/0ST
Subject: RE: FOR REVI-(HST
ian,

vat:

From: Simon, an D. EOP/OSTP (Contractor)(EEN
Sent Wednesday Ap 1, 2020 33 PM
To: Wilson, Matt 6. £0P/0STP(BEI Nichols, isa M. EOP/OSTP
DBT x0 an D. 60/051{BHI

Subject: RE: FOR REVI- NST
Thanks Mat
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From: Wilson, Matt8. E0P/0STP(BE)
Sent: Wednesday, April 1, 2020 2:53 PM
Tot Nichols, Lisa M. £0P/051?(SINS \/t501, lan D. EOP/OSTP
(ENE iron, lan O. EOP/0STP (ContractorBENG
Subject: FOR REVIEW - [EET

Hial,

(EE antec to get this to you al for review before my hourlong meeting at
3pm.

Matt

Matthew 8. Wikson, PhD
Senior Policy Analyst
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Executive Office of the President
1650 Pennsylvania Avene, NW
Washington, OC 20502
exEEm
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RE: FOR REVIEW -(BS)

“ison, Vat8. E0P/OSTP" HE
From —

[A SMG -™-hat LLOle UARLES
To: “Neos, Lisa M. E0p/0ST (HEI
o “Watson, lan D. EOP/OSTP(EB) “Simon, lanD.

£0PIOSTP(ConvectorBHT
Date: “Thu,02Apr202009:57:36 -0400

Aactiments
! rE

Atached.

From: Nichols, Lisa M. EOP/0sTP(BE)
Sent hur, Apri 2, 0205.08 AM
To: Wilson, Matt 8. EOP/OsTP(EINE
Ce:Watson, anD. £0P/OSTP(SS;Simon, anD. EOP/OSTP (Contractor)
IO

Subject: RE: FOR REVI-ENS
Sorry, lease use this version.

roms Nichols, Lisa M. EOPIOSTP
Sent: Wednesday, Api 1, 2070 11:26 PM
To: Wilson, Matt8. £0P/OSTP(BBRE
Cer tson, an.£09101BGSSmo, a 0. EOP/OSTP (Contractor)
mrs————
Subject: RE: FOR REVI-DHT
rms
Eee———
us

From: ison, Matt. 0%/05Te HE
Sent: Wednesday, Api 1, 2020 6:55 PM
Tor Nichols, Ls M. EOPIOSTP .
Ce: Watson, lanD. EOP/OSTP| Simon, lan D. EOP/OSTP (Contractor).

1



EEE
Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW{ST
oe
wat

From: Watson, lan D. EOP/OsTP(BGI
Sent:Wednesday,Ap 1, 2020635PM
To: Wilson, Matt 8. E0P/OST{BSHN iron, an D. EOP/OSTP.

(Contractor HBTSNichos, Usa . 07,051EHGI
Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW- HST

Jan. Watson
Pitan Dvectr for Biotechnology & Bosecuiy
Office of Science&Technology Polcy
Office: EEOHEE]
Uncis
Sie
soc. EHO
oes.EB
col NEI
From: Wilson, Matt 8. E0P/0STP(BGT
Sent: Wednesday, Api 1, 2020 £54 PM
To:Simon, lan D. EOP/OSTP (Contacto)SIS chal, sa. £OP/CSTP
HET xn, an 0. cor/051(HB
Subject:RE: FOR REVI -(HOT
Jian,

Vat

2



Frome Simon, an 0. EOP/OSTP(Contractor)SE
Sent: Wednesday, April, 2020 4:43 PM
To:Wilson, MattB. E0P/OSTP(BGI Nichols,LisaM. EOP/OSTP
[EE >to, ar D.£0°/5TP (NGI
Subject: RE: FOR REVIEW(BIEN
Thanks Mat,

Froms Wilson, Matt 8. €0p/0sTe(BET
Sent: Wednesday, April, 2020 2:53 PM
To: Nichols, Lisa M. E07/05TP(BS von, an. EOP/OSTP

 Smon, lan D. EOP/OSTP(Contractor)GG
Subject: FOR REVIEW-

Wall,

EMEI | wanted to get this to you all for review before my hour-long meeting at
3pm.
ate

Matthew8 Won, PhD
Senior policy Analyst
OfficeofScience and Technology PolicyExecutive Office of the President
1650 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washinton, 0C 20502
Emm
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RE: [EXTERNAL] FW: A Message from Marillyn: Contributing to

COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Efforts
Butulka liaatiidtubiihnacht"

From: “Samanta Roy, Robie (EO
To “Boryun, Soan C,EOP/OSTP"(EE
Date: 1,03 Apr 2020122229 0400

Atachments: LocknoodMartinStatement4.20.9 (127.16 KB)
HiSean, FYSA, another communication from our CEO on the COVID-19 stuation
Hope you are staying safe and healthy.
Best,
Robie

From: Bonyun,Sean C. EOP/0STP(SGI
Sent:Friday, March 27, 2020 6:34 PM
To: Samanta Roy, Robie (U5) HEN
Subject: EXTERNAL Re: [EXTERNALI FW: A Message from Marilyn: Contributing to COVID-19Relief and.
Recovery Efforts

Many thanks for sending Robie - have passed along to Michael Hope thatyou have a ice weekend and
stay safe.

Best,
Sean

On Mar 27, 2020, at 5:21 PM, Samanta Roy,Robie(EST wrote:

Hisean,
Would you lease pass on to Michael for his awareness
Thank you and stay safe.
Robie

1



Robie I. Samanta Roy, PhD.
Vice President, Technology, Government Affairs
Lockheed Martin Corporation
2121 Crystal Dive, Avington, VA 22202
ot GEESIIEIEE,
“Al ruth passes through three stages. First, is rcculed. Second, itis violently opposed. Third, ts
accepted as self-evident" ~ Arthur Schopenhauer

From Communications, Corporate (Resource)(HET
Sent: Friday, March 27, 2020 1:17 PM
To: di-Employees,UsBI
Subject: A Message from Marilyn: Contributing to COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Efforts

<ATIO000Lipe>

Merch 27, 2020

Today,| wantto follow up and share with you what Lockheed Martin is doing to
contribute to relief and recovery effors in the global fight against COVID-19.

First, | want to thank you. Because of your outstanding performance during this crisis
and over the past several years. we arewell-positionedtomake a differenceat a
criical ime. AS a company, we are strong and stable, andwe are resolved to use our
Know-how, resources, and leadership to assist our communities during this glooal
eri.

To this end, Lockheed Martin il take the folowing steps as a inital contribution to
the COVID 18 relief and recovery effort

+ We will advance more than $50 milion to small- and medium-sized
business partners in our supply chain to ensure they have the financial
means to continue to operate, sustain jobs, and support the economy.

+ We will donate $10 millon to non-profit organizations involved in COVID-
19-related relief and assistance, with emphasis on veterans and miltary
families.

+ We have activated a $6 5 millon employee disaster relief fund to assist
Lockheed Martin employees and retirees impacted with COVID-19.

These are our initial financial steps to help during this timeofnes. In addition:

+ We will offer Lockheed Martins engineering and technical capabilfies to
help solve the most pressing challenges faced by federal, state, and local
officials.

2



+ We will donate the use of our corporate aircraft and vehicle fleet for COVID-
19 relief logistical support and medical supply delivery

= We will donate the use of our facilties for criss-related activities including
critical medical supply storage, distribution, and COVID-19 testing, where
needed and practical

« Finally, during this time of economic uncertainty, we will continue our
planned recruiting and hiring. Given the requirement for social distancing,
Lockheed Martin will deploy virtual technology and other techniques to
sustain our hiring activity during this crisis period.

“The shared effort to combat COVID-19 and recover from is effects will be a long-term
one. Asa company, we will continue to engage national, state, and local leaders to
undertake additional measures as needed.

And, throughout this crisis, | thank you for your energy and dedication, as we continue
to deliver critical capabilites for the United States and our ales, support job creation
‘and economic recovery, and help those in need wherever we operate.
<image002 pg>
Marilyn A. Hewson
Chairman, President and CEO
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RE: FOR REVIEW -(BS)

From Waterman, Page. £0P0STe(GI
AMb ——-__A ,iiliiliinsiuddPh}r®iblk

Toi ison, Mats. Eop/OSTe" HEI
Date: F103 Ap 2020 10-115 0400

From:Watson,lanD. EOP/0STP(BEIM
Sent Fido, Apri 3, 20201003 AM
To: Waterman, PaigeE. £0P/0STP(ESI \Vi<on, Matt8. EOP/OSTP
[HOTShot,> . C0P/057SG or,Ian EOP/OSTP (conroctorNGS
Subject: RE: FORRevi - EST

1



tan. Watson
sistant Director for Biotechnology & Biosecurity
Officeof Science & Technology PolicyExecutive of of the President
Eisenhower Executive Ofc Suing, or
1650 Penneyhani Ave, AW.
Washingion, D.C. 20502
UnclossEEsi
on—
Desk BIE
coNH
From: Droegemeier, Kelvin K. EOP/0STP(BEI
Sent Thurso, Apr 2, 2020702 PM
To: Waterman, Paige E. EOP/0STP(BE ison, Matt 5. EOP/OSTP
TEESE
Ce: Nichols, Lisa M. £0P/OsT(BGI;\/t<on, an D. EOP/OSTP.
HET Simon. an 0. 0°/0STPConiractr)GHB
Bonyun,SeanC. £0P/0STP(BEY tute, JordanC. EOP/OSTP.
[HBTS52. sina &. 07/051»(HTN
Droegemeier, Kelvin K. E0P/OST?(BEIM
pro
Hifaks,
Soy forthe ate reply. Pleas so attached or comments and suggested dis
Keton

From: Waterman, Paige E. £0P/0sTP(SETI
Sent Thuy, April 2, 20201154AM
To: Wilson, Matt 8. EOP/OSTP(BGI:Drozemeier, Kelvin K. EOP/OSTP
PEEa
Ce: Nichols, Lisa M. E0P/05TP(BE)SS son, lan O. EOP/OSTP
METISSimon, an 0. 0P/0STP CorrscorEE
Bonyun, Sean C. EOP/OSTP Hunter, Jordan C. EOP/OSTP

BRR vo ree or orHP
Subject: RE: FOR REVI- HST

2



rest orc
roge

From: Wilson, Matt 2. E0P/OSTP(EEN
Sent: Thursday, Apr 2, 2020 1004 AM
To: Droegemeier, Kelvin K. EOP/0STP(SEIN
Ce: Nichols, Lisa M. EOP/OSTP(BN);\/tson, lan D. EOP/OSTP
METER»mon, an .£0P/051PConrsctor)BHD
‘Bonyun, Sean C. £0P/05TP(BENNNurte,Jordan C. EOP/OSTP
[NEI oo. sina . 07/05? (EHO
Waterman, Paige . 0/051 HBT
Subject: FOR REVIEW -BST
Dear Keluin,

(NCO
wate

Nathewsweno
Senior Policy Analyt
Office of Scionco and Technology PlicyExecutive Of of th President
1650 Pennsyhania Avenue, NW
Washington,DC 20502
re

s



RE: Spreadsheet

From: “Kelland,Chis C. E0P/OSTP"{BEI

To: “Drosgemeier Kehin K. E0PIOSTP{SD
Dato: Mon, 06Apr 2020 00:26:40 0400

Atachments ~~COVID19Research HEI
: ey

HiKehin,

Best,
Christin

From: Droegemeier, KelvinK. EOP/0STP{BEI
Sent: Monday, Apri 6, 2020 8:40 AM
To: Kielland, ChristinC. €0p/0STHEE
‘Subject:Spreadsheet

HiChristi,

Thankyoull

Kein

Dr. Kelvin K. Droegemeir, Director
Officeof Science and Technology Policy
TheWhite House
Washington, OC 20502
(202) 456-4444.
bito/unsosto gov
ewHosTp
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(B)NE)I - Tasks for Today - Agency Contacts

From: “Wison,Mat £.E0P/OSTP"[EE
“Watson, lan D. EOP/OSTP[EHGIY,Mo's, isa M

3 copiosTeBIE
8 “Waterman, Paige £ £0P/OSTP"(BEY, *Smon, an

0. EOPIOSTP (Contactor (EHETI
oat: Mon, 06 Ape 2020 07:58:390400

Atactments  CV-19ES
: =

Hilan and lisa,

OI

b)yG)
Mate

MothewaWonFD
Principal Assistant Director
Office of Science an Technology Policy
Executive Office of the resident
1650 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20502

office:EEN
okie: ENG
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Dynamic Analytics

From: “Latimore, Trace8. EOPIOSTP[NEI

“Waterman, Paige € £0P/OSTP"[HONE Vyhiirga,
Meena(HHS/OASH)"[EE "<iianski, Andrew CIV OSD
0USD POLICY (Us)(BET.
(EXE ter, Benjamin R LTC USARMY HQDA DCS G-1
(UsA[HEH Koehn, Tracey”
(EE ‘cc. Acar
EC.\2u5han, Christopher”

2 ENE) vs kia,Rob (OSIASPRISIN”
<4 (CHET. TorinoEO

(BEY.“Hann, Todd A CIV DTRA RAND D(US)"
(EE‘Car, Garrett H MAJ USARMY HQDA DCS G8 (USA)

“Tisdel, Sara L CIV DTRA OI (USAY"
'Kramiich, Gary R COL USARMY DTRA OI (USA)"

(ENE,srt, Arend (ENE
I
_-—————

Date: Tue,07Apr2020 11:49:51 -0400

Atachments~~DynanicAnalytics 7 APR 2020.9pbx (12.71 MB), COVID(ESN
? ER,
Team,
Thank youforthe input this morning. [SST
=

1



Please add al on the to line to the FEMA COP access.

Iappreciate al the work!

Best, tracie

Tracie Lattimore
Senior Policy Advisor
Executive Officeof the President
Office of Science and Technology Policy
[el
™)
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Pre-decisional Deliberative Not for Distribution
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[EXTERNAL] Fwd{B)I(S)I

From: ‘AnnHickey(EET

To: “Waterman, PaigeE.EOP/OSTP"[EE

Due: Wod, 08 Apr2020 12:17:46 0400
Atachments: NST COIcock (226146)
Rescndin:TST

Hr—
From: Waterman, Paige E. EOP/OSTP[SSHBEETanEw ieAdonEE

|



Paige E. Wateman, M.D.
Assistant Director for Biological Threat Defense
OfficeofScience and Technology Policy (OSTP)
Offic: (ENE
CellHEI
NPR: (GHEI—

On Mar 22,2020, 1:15 PM, Waterman, Paige E. EOPIOSTP

IP ——
PAIGE E. WATERMAN, MD, FIDSA, FACP.
Peston Deco forBdeTem Defense
Oftcot Somes and Tecmotoy PlyDes
Co
rr OHO—

1
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Confidential
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[EXTERNAL] r4 update and screen mock-ups

From: CrisSatey{EET

To: “Bonyun, Sean C. Eop/oSTP(BGI

Date: Fr, 10Apr2020 14:01:62 0400

Atachments 14 Economic Restart System ScreenShotspf (5.39 ME); rd Technologies Economic:
* RestartSolution.pdf(115.01 kB)

Hoy man — hope things aren't at as much of a breakneck pace as they were a few weeks 3g0. Attached
are two documents | wanted to share with you3s | believe they might ko make thei way directly to
Kratsios. Th firsts examples of screen shots of what the user ees from the rd platform ith some
explanation, The second i a shorter version tht i refined from wht| havepreviouslyshared ithyou
to give a clear picture on how the platform would help decision makers predict where progress is being.
made, in real im, so that economic restart can be made, safely. The system is eady and can be
turned on now, to help the federal government, ight away. Thi is perfec for SWAT teams as it docs
not require any data scientists onthe part of the Administration to operate it.

Let's connect over the phone if you have afew minutes early next week and catch up. | would also
welcome geting the r3 team connected with someof your modeling folks to understand what
challenges they are dealing with and if and where they might be able o plug in to provide immediate
assistances with data sets and modeling they ar already standing up- the beauty of 4's abilty to
integrate with data sets aready underway.

Best,

cis

Ch Saray
Principal | Government Affairs
“(SHE +ENS

TICORN ERSTONE

vem chagroup coms | @cgagroup

1



VN The r4 Market-Model
| Solution to Drive Smart Economic Restart

EeSafern ety
Manage COVID-19 Supply Disruption
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Contact Information:
Paul Breitenbach
E04
{TR
_—
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[EXTERNAL] COVID - 19 Monitoring

From: WilSaundersEET

To: “Waterman, Paige E EOPIOSTP"<{SISINI

Ce: EE

Date: on, 13 Apr202009:40:45 -0400

Atachments: ~~COVID 19 SuggestionsAAH4 132020pf(1.07 MB)
Dr Waterman
1¢\vas a pleasure to connect with you on Sat.
Attachedplease in some suggestionsperour conversation. | spologi that th infoisa ite rough bit
wanted to ge this to you quickly nthetersof time.
The crusof ou most actionable recommendation to medial establish a ral tine monitoring
capability to track the transmission ofCOVID 19inSiled Nursing Facile using the MDS.

« The MDS is an already-existing infrastructure for collecting the needed demographic
and clinical data on SNF residents, and well-established organizations with the
capacity to rapidly analyze the data and promptly deliver results in an actionable
form.

« The MDS is a Federally-mandated comprehensive multidisciplinary structured
assessment that is completed by SNFstaff and submitted electronically in a standard
file format suitable for immediateanalysis. Completion and prompt electronic
submissionofMDS assessments has been part of every SNFs’ routine for over 15
years. This makes the MDS an ideal vehicle for collecting coronavirus-related data
from SNFs.

« MDS software vendors have established capability to include state-specific sections
and modify items as required by regulations. They thus could applytheir rapid
development processesLoadd a coronavirus-related section to the MDS usingtheir
existing, proved capabilities.

* After new MDS content was implemented, the Federal government would contract
with one or more qualified organizations to rapidly aggregate and analyze the MDS
data submitted to answer critical questions aboutcoronavirus infection and COVID-
19 in SNFs and report the answers to the Coronavirus Task Force and to the public.

1 have attached an overview of our recommendations and a write up from the largest MDS.
vendor/clearing house in the country. There are several other vendors that could be convened
aswell, but Pointright is the predominant player.
1 have also attached some thoughts on the opporturity to provide additional clinical and
remote access supports to SNFs and other LTC providers, but these solutions would not be as
immediate as the above.

1



As expressed on the phone, | am happy to provide any support to you in the process that |
can.
1 also feel the need to sincerely thank you for your services to our cauntry.
My cell is(NGI.
Allthe best
Will Saunders
Founderl CEO
AllyAlgn Health, inc.

2



AllyAlign Health operates Medicare Advantage plans across the country solely focused on vulnerable, frail

:
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AllyAlign Health
Recommendations for COVID~19 Best Practices in the Long Term Care Environment.
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FW: Study identifies 275 ways to reduce spread of coronavirus

following lockdown
i

“Droegemeier, Ket K £0PIOSTe*(HET
From: Lal

_————————

To: land, Chis C. EOPIOSTP(EEE

Date: Ved, 15Apr 2020 17:15:46.-0400

MASONS. ctgca or policy makerspf(68.5848) Covid 19 ptons SHC901 (51.78)

HiChistin,

Thanks!

Kein

Froms Mark Ferguson(TENE
Sent: Wednesday, Apri 15, 2020 4:43PM
To: Droegemeier, KelvinK. £0P/05TP(SNM Kjelland, Christin C.
£or/osTe[NEI
‘Subject: EXTERNAL] Fwd: Study identifies 275 ways to reduce spreadof coronavirus following lockdown

Dear Kelvin
The attached from Bill is really useful. Prof Bill SutherlandoftheUNIVERSITY OF
(CAMBRIDGE is a world leader in evidence synthesis - you may have met him at the DUBLIN
‘meeting last year
Kind Regards
Mark

Professor Mark W.J. Ferguson
Director General, Science Foundation Ireland
‘and ChiefScientific Adviser to the Government of Ireland

Science Foundation Ireland

1



Three Park Place, Hatch Street Upper, Dublin D02 FX65, Ireland

E-mail
Web: wwwshie
Follow SF1 on Twitter: titer conyscienceirel

Science Foundation Ireland : For What's Next
‘You are not required to respond to this email outside your normal working hours.

Begin forwarded!

From: Jacqueline Garge:(EET
Sent: 15 April 2020 15:04
Tos Jacqueline Garec:(BSEEG——
Subject: Study ideniifies 275 ways to reduce spread ofcoronavirus following lockdown

Media release from the University of Cambridge
For immediate release
Preprint available at: >https:/fosLi/caSehy/fles<
Study identifies 275 ways to reduce spreadofcoronavirus following lockdown
Phased re-opening of schools, businesses and open spaces should be considered alongside a
range of practical ways to keep people physically apart. say the authors ofa new study on
how lockdown can be eased without a resurgence ofcoronavirus infections
“The study identified 275 ways 10 reduce transmission ofthe coronavirus. Medical
possibilities were not considered. It does not offer recommendations:a shordistof the most
appropriate options for specific regions and contexis shouldbe considered in the context of
their likely effectiveness, cost, practicality and fairness.
“There's increasing pressure to re-open the economy and get people back fo work and out of
isolation. But if we return to operating as we did before the pandemic, there willbe a second
wave ofthe virus. All activitieswill need to be considered individually. and phased back in
carefully, depending on the risk they pose to spreading the virus,” said Professor William
Sutherland in the UniversityofCambridge's Departmentof Zoology. who led the study.
Strict lockdown measures are proving to be effective in controlling the spreadof coronavirus
in many countries, but are putting a major strain on the population's mental and physical
health, and on the economy. Mass vaccination is no likely before the secondhalf of 2021
Measures such as physical distancing, enhancing personal hygiene and reducing
contamination are likely to remain central elements ofall control strategies for some time.
“The study, which has not been peer reviewed, ss the rangeofpracticaloptionsavailable to
achieve these measures, including:

« Café owners could open outdoor areas only at irs, and wipe down tables- spaced
well apart - after each customer.

2



» Access to public parks couldbe restricted to different age groups at different times of
day, with gates left open so they don’t need tobe touched, and users asked to walk on

the right side ofthe pavement or clockwise around large open spaces.

wha pay from insidetheircar.

» Patients with doctors’ appointments couldbe asked to wait in their car outside the

surgery until called in.

“It’s basically about how to stop people hanging around together, and phasing in activities

Identifying, assessing and applying a wide rangeofoptions could enable someofthe stricter
lockdown conditions to be lifted earlier. and make the transition period shorter, say the

researchers. The ultimate aimof a successful transition is to achieve “Resilient Normality” -

anew wayof existing in the world that makes us less susceptible to future pandemics.
Information was gathered by a method called Solution Scanning, which uses a wide range of
sources to identify a rangeofoptions fora given problem. Sources included experts in a
varietyoffields, crowdsourcing on social media, and published research.
“In starting a processofdecision-making or guidance-production, it's sensible to be aware of
the rangeofpossible options. Policy makers and practitioners must decide which strategies
arc appropriate to phase in at different stagesofthe transition from lockdown,” said

The listofpotential options is available online at>hitps://covid-19biorisc.com<

This research wasfundedby The David andClaudia Harding Foundation, Arcadia and

MAVA.

normality: a Solution Scan of non-pharmaceutical options to reduce SARS-CoV-2

ENDS

Jacqueline Garget

‘Communications Manager, Research

About the UniversityofCambridge
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SUMMARY
Two major debates concering the SARS-Cov-2 coronavirus are (a) how to make
“lockdown” (stringent constraints of physical isolation) effective for controling the spread of
the virus, whist minimising impacts on the economy, society and people's mental and
physical health, and (b) how to achieve the transition from lockdown to more normal
conditions. There are two parallel components to the transition from lockdown: ‘Phased
Transition" where stringent conditions are relaxed at different rates (e.g. between different
regions, age groups or socio-economic activities) and “Responsible Transition” where
Society devises and delivers actions that reduce transmission risk thereby enabling the
softeningofstringent measures.

To help deliver a Responsible Transition, we applied Solution Scanning, which uses a
wide range of sources to identity a range of options for a given problem. We applied this
method by reading, consulting experts in different fields and crowdsourcing using social
media. We identified 273 options to reduce SARS-Cov-2 transmission. So, for example,
the 127 options for increasing physical isolation include possibilities for creating more
space, limiting intergroup mixing, reducing congestion and reducing counterfiow
interactions. We then challenge society to take seriously the devising of a range of risk
reducing strategies for shops, public buildings, nature reserves, tourist locations etc. The
decision for policy makers is then to decide which strategies are appropriate to phase in at
diferent stages in the transition,

We recommend a process of identifying which options from this long list of options are
relevant and practical for testing, reviewing and assessment in order to provide
context-specific guidance. We hope that this paper will encourage the identification of
further options and modifications, e.g. through biorisc@calhscam.acuk, and have created
a means, tps /covid-18 biotic. com, for updating this ist

The potential gains from identifying, assessing and applying a wider range of options
include a) the possible earlier fing of someofthe stringent conditions of lockdown, b) a
shorter transition period as more activities come out of lockdown but in a Responsible.
Transition, and c) a better-informed discussion on thefinal objectiveof Resilient Normality,
world in which we are less suscepible to future pandemics
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emergencies, including mental health emergencies, during the pandemic, of are the
Sijoc of Socal. sconome or CHINA! musiess In paricuta, oroups facing 00dInsocurty wil vedo bs Gorederad a pry many iervanion. Te er does nt resove
these complexities and we urge policy makers to consider vulnerable groups at every
stage
We wish to make tee general pots abou te sed options, First, options ao best
focussed where hers appears (6 be a gene problem. AS SXEMPIES, persona personWansmisson appears GRca ne Guten. pandemic, Suge & sana fo oouS
measures where. mabiuels are cose fogeMer especialy In enciosed Spaces, whi
measures deaing wih contamination shou focus on widely shared fos, such 6 door
handles (e.g. Kurgat et al. 2019). Secondly, achieving broad consensus, for example on
expected behaviour in shops would, no doubt, ease the adoption of measures: this isarated n the vide acceptance in mary counies of nies for soca dancing (3
metres, or6 feet, in the UK). Thirdly, in deciding whether to apply options, much depends:
on the ability to devise systems that are likely to generate sufficient compliance to betable.
Some of these options also apply to reduce SARS-CoV-2 transmission during lockdown

conditions. Furthermore, we. ao suggest sockty may wh fo consider Resilnt
Normality: a world in which most elements of normal society are restored but with reduced

vulnerability to future diseases (Hollander & Sites 2020). This solution scan could be used

tointats a debate 2 o what such aword might look Ie.
VETHODS
This work is a collaboration between BioRISC (theBiosecurityResearchInifiativeatSt
Catharine'sCollege,Cambridge), ConservationEvidence based in the Department ofZoology, Unversy of Gambrage and he Ceri fr the Stic of Exstenta Rik. This
piece was created by documenting the authors’ experience of options, consulting
guidance, contacting people working in different countries to explore the range of optionsond ows sourcing deas ough socal maka. We welcome suggestions fo options
missed (especially those implemented outside of the UK), innovations for novel options or
‘means of improving existing options. Pleasecontactbicrisc@cathscamacuk.An updated
versionofthe list is available at hitps.//covid-19.biorisc.com.

THE LIST OF OPTIONS
We have identified 273 options to reduce SARS-CoV. transmission in five key
areas: (1) physica isolation, (2) reducing ansmission through contaminated ems,
(3) enhancing cleaning and hygiene, (4) reducing spread through pets, and (5)
restricting disease spread between areas. For any particular problem this long list
will quickly be winnowed down to a much shorterlistofpotential options based on
relevance and practicality; this bespoke shortlist will then be the subject of more
detailed consideration.
We stress that th isting of an option shoud not be seen a a recommendation ora
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suggestion that it is beneficial. Deciding whether to adopt any of these actions
involves policy makers and practitioners. considering the evidence for the
importance of the transmission risk and likely effectiveness, as well as its cost,
practicality and faimess. As our starting point we take the guidance from The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (COC; hitps:i/www.cdc.gov)).

1. PHYSICAL ISOLATION
It is widely accepted that the main way the virus spreads is transmission through liquid
droplets (5 ym or larger) formed through people coughing, and that this is much more
likely in close contact (e.g. Bischoff et al. 2013). The risk at greater distances appears
much weaker but some studies have shown droplets can travel up to 8 m (Bourouiba
2020). There is uncertainty about the possibiltyof much longer distance dispersal through
aerosols (i. droplets smaller than 5 um). which can disperse further than larger droplets,
linger in the air for hours and follow alow systems. The infectious dos, thenumberof
virus particles required to produce an infection, is unknown (Lewis 2020), which is citcal
as it determines the risk of low-level exposure. Physical isolation is the central component
of government guidanceorlegislation.

1.1 Reduce physical contact
« Discourage and prohibit physical contact, such as handshaking, kissing or hugging,

outside household members/offcially listed “bubble”of friends
«Identity and promote alternative forms of physical contact with a reduced fisk of

transmission, such as alternative handshakes.

1.2 Self-isolate without external contact
« Selfisolate fora given period if showing symptomsofcoronavirus iiness.
«Clearly explain the consequences of not selfsolating for self and others.
«Household members selt-isolatefor a periodif one house member shows symptoms.
«Advise older people and vuinerable people to strictly stay at home unless for essential

reasons (‘shielding’).
+ Advise people who live with medically vulnerable people to reduce their own

movement outside of their house.
«Pay staff to stay at home when infected, showing possible symptoms, or if another

household member shows symptoms, to reduce risk of hiding lines at work.
«Recruit and train volunteers to faciltate self-solation.

1.3 Increase home confinement
«Enforce working from home for all jobs where this s possible.
«Enforce non-working for all non-essential obs where home working is not possible.
+ Develop national registriesofessential jobs.
«Fine companies encouraging or forcing non-essential workers to go into work.
«Move lectures and teaching to a home-based setting, for instance via greater use of

distance and online leaming and self-study.
+ Create ‘virtual schools’ to enable continued education,
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